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ABSTRACT This analysis compares the functional skill 
requirements of manufacturing employment in rural and urban 
areas of six Southern states. The General Educational Develop- 
ment-Reasoning Scale provides information on the cognitive 
requirements of various work tasks while Specific Vocational 
Preparation provides information on the time of training needed 
for average performance in a job. The analysis identifies three 
distinct patterns of comparative skill requirements. Traditional 
Rural Production is characterized by substantial low-skill 
employment in both rural and urban areas-the modest number 
of high-skilled workers are found predominantly in urban areas. 
Spatial Division of Labor Production is characterized by a large 
share of middle-skill jobs in both rural and urban areas but with 
high-skill employment found predominantly in urban areas. 
Spatially Integrated Production has the highest share of highly- 
skilled employees and is characterized by relatively similar skill 
requirements in rural and urban environments. 
The  central purpose o f  this article is t o  demonstrate one  method for 
examining functional skill requirements across geographic areas. 
'An earlier version of this paper was presented at the Southern Rural Labor 
Force Conference, October 1-2, 1998 in New Orleans, Louisiana, 
sponsored by the Southern Rural Development Center, Tennessee Valley 
Authority (TVA) Rural Studies and U. S. Department of Agriculture 
Economic Research Service (USDAIERS). Funding for this research 
provided by TVA Rural Studies. The manuscript was written and revised 
while the author was Research Associcate, TVA Rural Studies and 
Economist, Economic Research Service, respectively. The views expressed 
herein do not necessarily represent the views of the Economic Research 
Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture or TVA Rural Studies. The 
author acknowledges the constructive comments of Peter Schaeffer and 
Glen Pulver that improved the quality of earlier drafts. However, any 
errors are the sole responsibility of the author. 
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The assessment of development opportunities in rural areas often 
starts from the assumption that the current level of educational 
attainment defines the upper bound of the cognitive functioning of 
the rural workforce observed in standardized, routinized work. The 
validity of this assumption is critical to framing rural development 
policy aimed at expanding the opportunity set of rural residents. 
The analysis will also help to inform the validity of the spatial 
division of labor hypothesis as an explanation of rural manufactur- 
ing growth amid urban manufacturing decline in the latter 1980s 
and 1990s (Barkley 1995). Within this framework, more highly- 
skilled tasks take place in urban areas with low-skill assembly work 
locating in rural areas. Urban job loss is explained by the shift of 
the low-skill functions to peripheral regions within the U.S. The 
current analysis is capable of identifying differences in skill 
requirements across rural and urban areas within an industry that 
are central to this hypothesis. 
Examining the validity of this and other hypotheses of modern 
industrial development requires a functional - rather than merely 
sectoral - analysis of the location of economic activity within the 
United States. Hansen writes: 
Increasing specialization, oriented toward narrow market 
segments, results in greater heterogeneity within sectors, 
which in turn means that the characteristics of a firm cannot 
readily be defined in terms of the sector to which it be- 
longs. All of the foregoing considerations suggest that 
analysis of spatial economic structures and their evolution 
should, insofar as possible, use data on occupations or 
functions that persons perform rather than data based on 
sectoral classification codes. (1988: 13 1 ) 
However, the approach taken is still inadequate to address some of 
the central questions related to rural industrial development. 
Accordingly, this analysis is best understood as a point of departure 
to a topic central to understanding the characteristics of rural labor 
markets. The concrete contribution is the first comparative analysis 
of functional skill requirements across rural and urban areas. This 
has important implications for the spatial division of labor construct 
from economic geography. 
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The Literature on Functional Skill Requirements 
Nearly all of the published work on functional skill require- 
ments in the U.S. utilizes the Dictionary of Occupational Titles 
(DOT). Any discussion of the literature requires a brief review of 
this compendium. 
The First Edition of the DOT was published in 1939 as an aid 
to vocational counselors in the then recently established U.S. 
Employment Service. The fourth and final edition was published 
in 1977 with substantive revisions until 1990 (U.S. Department of 
Labor, 1991). For the past several years attention has shifted to 
development of a new compendium of occupational information - 
0-Net - designed to deal with the increasing complexity of the 
workplace (0-Net 98 is currently available on CD-ROM or for 
download over the Internet; more information is available at 
http://www.doleta.gov/programs/onet/). Whether or not 0-Net will 
resolve many of the weaknesses of the DOT remains to be seen. As 
a work-in-progress the developers are open to concrete demonstra- 
tions of essential elements to be included in the new compendium. 
However, the size of the DOT suggests the complexity of the 
modern workplace is at least appreciated if not fully represented in 
the older version. There are more than 12,000 unique occupations 
classified by more than 40 job characteristics. An ordinal ranking 
of three general job characteristics makes up the core of the 
classification system. Occupations are characterized by the 
complexity of the work as it relates to data, to people and to things. 
Other job characteristics include cognitive abilities related to 
reading, writing and mathematics; aptitudes related to perception. 
coordination and dexterity; temperaments related to performing 
under stress, working with people and tnaking judgements; physical 
demands ofthe work; and the environmental conditions ofthe work 
(e.g., exposure to heat, cold, noise and various hazards). This 
analysis will focus on two of these job characteristics: 1) General 
Educational Development-Reasoning Scale and 2) Specific 
Vocational Preparation. Both measures are explained in detail 
below. 
Criticism of the DOT has taken two forms: 1) implementation 
of the methods used to define job content was not uniform bringing 
the validity and reliability of the DOT into question (National 
Research Council 1980); and 2) emerging industries, occupations 
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and work tasks will be underrepresented given the continuity of 
structure and method with the Third Edition of the DOT (Spenner 
1987; National Research Council 1980). The first criticism stems 
from the delegation for assessing specific industries and occupa- 
tions to various field offices around the United States.. The 
'representative worker' is best understood as a 'regional representa- 
tive' that approximates national characteristics of the occupation. 
There is also concern that the protocol for assessing job content was 
not fully standardized when the construction of the Fourth Edition 
began. This criticism may be more technical than substantive as the 
field offices used highly similar protocols (National Research 
Council 1980). Rather, this criticism reinforces arguments 
regarding the second weakness of the DOT. It appears that 
institutional learning from the Third Edition was more important to 
the construction of the revised edition than national directives for 
its improvement. Thus, the Fourth Edition may be infirm in 
assessing changes in job content due to the rapid growth of 
emerging industries or occupations. 
Though flawed the DOT has operationalized a critical third 
strategy for assessing differences in job skills. The two traditional 
strategies can be described as 1) categorical, e.g., the classification 
of workers as white-collar, pink collar and blue-collar; and 2) 
indirect measurement, e.g., measuring differences in the education 
or wage levels of workers (Spenner 1987 p. 139). The third 
strategy-direct measurement-is the only one that provides the 
information required for manpower planning (Fine 1968). Indeed, 
important offshoots of the human capital literature demonstrate that 
educational attainment or wage levels do not summarize all of the 
economically relevant aspects of job skills (e.g., Lucas 1977; 
Spence 1974; Howell & Wolff 199 I). 
Lucas (1977) uses the DOT in combination with data on 
personal worker characteristics to derive a hedonic wage equation. 
The idea is that workers value various attributes of jobs (the 
commodity in the hedonic vernacular) and that employers value 
attributes of workers (a modification of the traditional hedonic 
framework where the 'seller' takes an interest in the characteristics 
of the 'buyer'). Thus, wages are not only a payment to the 
productive human capital of the worker. Wages also equalize the 
total pecuniary and psychic returns from more favorable and less 
favorable work (e.g., Adam Smith's observation 'that public 
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hangmen received higher wage rates in compensation for their 
obnoxious task' Lucas 1977 p. 549). The data generally confirm 
the equalizing wage differential hypothesis. 
The work on signaling suggests that there may be a technically 
nonproductive investment in credentials, say, in the form of high 
school or college graduation. In this framework education serves 
the purpose of signaling unobservable ability rather than develop- 
ing the skills necessary to perform a job. However, the welfare 
effects are ambiguous, as there is a trade-off between the gains 
from an optimal contract versus the cost of a signal. It is curious 
that an empirical analysis demonstrating "a growing amount of 
'unemployed' high school education in the labor force" (Eckaus 
1964, p. 186) utilizing the DOT is not cited in the theoretical 
development of the job market signaling hypothesis (see Spence 
1974). The article by Eckaus is suggestive of a number of pro- 
cesses in addition to signaling that could explain this divergence in 
job skills and educational preparation that may have positive 
welfare effects. 
Non-economists have been more ardent in their conclusion that 
the divergence between the functional skill requirements of work 
and the educational attainment of the workforce i I  lustrates a process 
of overeducation or underutilization in the labor market (Rumberg- 
er 198 1 ; Berg, Freedman & Freeman 1978; Berg 1970). From 1950 
to 1980 there was a substantial growth in the educational attainment 
of citizens while the increase in educational requirements of jobs 
had been concentrated in the shift from low requirements to those 
with medium requirements (i.e., requiring the equivalent of a high 
school education). Rumberger (1981) used a Current Population 
Survey (CPS) bridge to compare individual levels of education and 
their DOT occupation in select years. He concludes that 
underutilization increases with level of education and that minority 
workers experience higher levels of underutilization. However, the 
rate of underutilization of minority workers declined between 1960 
and 1976. 
In more contemporary work the DOT has been used to assess 
the skills mismatch hypothesis (Gittleman & Howell undated; 
Teixeira & Mishel 1993)' to examine the changing skill require- 
ments of the workforce (Howell & Wolff 1991; Simpson and 
Hendricks 1997) and to examine the impact of information 
technology on job skills (Howell & Wolff 1993). Analyses of the 
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skills mismatch hypothesis provide the strongest demonstration that 
indirect measurement of wages is inadequate to inform changes in 
the demand for skill in the economy. Economists have argued that 
the large increase in returns to a college education in the 1980s 
provides prima facie evidence for the skills mismatch hypothesis. 
However, analyses using the DOT suggest that demand for highly- 
skilled workers has slowed markedly in the 1980s (Simpson and 
Hendricks 1997; Howell & Wolff 1993) while educational attain- 
ment increased substantially. Teixeira & Mishel (1993) argue that 
the relative increases in the returns to education derive from the fall 
in earnings of less-educated workers, not from a bidding up of 
wages of reputedly scarce better-educated workers. 
It is notable that none of the studies using the DOT have 
examined geographic differentiation in the functional skill require- 
ments of the labor force. Geographic differentiation may lend 
credence to both sides of the skills mismatch debate as stasis in 
aggregate can be consistent with significant churning at the local 
level. This issue has come to the fore in making sense of recent 
manufacturing employment trends in rural and urban labor markets. 
Are the data consistent with the thesis of a growing deskilled rural 
workforce amid a post-industrial transformation of the urban 
workforce? 
Rural Employment Growth and the Spatial Division of Labor 
Lower skill requirements of rural manufacturing has been a 
recurrent theme in the literature. Product cycle theory provided a 
sectoral explanation for the deconcentration of manufacturing 
employment to rural areas beginning in the 1950s and 1960s (see 
Mack and Schaeffer 1993). The theory posits that products pass 
through stages. lVew products are characterized by considerable 
variability in output markets and production techniques. Produc- 
tion will be characterized by more highly-skilled workers mated to 
general purpose machinery along with considerable demand for 
specialized inputs. These requirements are most likely to be met in 
an urban location. In  contrast, as the product matures both the 
design parameters and production techniques become more 
standardized. This allows the use of purpose-built machinery 
mated to routinized labor reducing the variable cost of production. 
Since cost becomes a much more important mediator of exchange 
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in the mature stage, firms will have a stronger incentive to locate 
this production in low-cost regions. However, rural manufacturing 
employment growth in the late 1980s and 1990s amid urban 
employment decline presents a puzzle within the product cycle 
framework. If complex manufacturing will be reliant on the 
localization economies available in urban areas, and if routine 
manufacturing will enjoy greater cost savings by locating offshore, 
then how can a sector being squeezed on both sides expand? 
The response in the literature has been the conjecture that rural 
manufacturing- has become increasingly specialized in the low-skill 
functions of industry (Barkley 1995). That is, complex design and 
production will take place in urban areas with the low-skill 
assembly work--or other idiosyncratic work that cannot be inte- 
grated into more complex production processes--locating in rural 
areas. Since the value-added of these activities is relatively low, 
there may be substantial low-skill employment demand. Con- 
versely, the high value-added activities in urban areas may be 
performed by a relatively smaller contingent of workers; urban job 
loss is explained by the shift ofthe low-skill functions to peripheral 
regions within the United States. In this perspective, it is the 
continued necessity of some low-skill tasks locating relatively near 
complex manufacturing that provides a respite from the cost 
competition imposed by low-wage countries in traditional rural 
manufacturing sectors. 
The elegance of the hypothesis is that it provides a strong 
prediction on the direction of change of occupational structures in 
central and peripheral labor markets. If the spatial division of labor 
is a valid explanation ofthe observed trends we would expect to see 
two things: 1) the industrial structures of central and peripheral 
places would become more similar; and 2) the occupational 
structures would become more different as central places special- 
ized in high-skilled tasks of conception and peripheral areas 
specialized in low-skill tasks of execution. 
The results from an empirical test of a more disarticulated 
spatial division of labor are mixed (Wojan 2000a). The analysis 
decomposes occupational employment into a predicted share based 
on a labor market's industrial structure and a specialized. or 
residual, share for nine inclusive occupations. Not surprisingly, the 
analysis confirms the existence of a spatial division of labor 
between urban and rural labor markets. However, in the 1970s 
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there was a strong convergence in the occupational structures (both 
predicted and specialized components) of rural and urban areas. 
That is, both the predicted and specialized shares in urban and rural 
labor markets tended to become more similar. In the 1980s, 
convergence in occupational specialization was only identified for 
Managerial, Sales, Clerical and Service occupations. No discern- 
able convergence pattern existed for Professional/Technical, 
CraftIPrecision Production, or Laborer occupations. Only Operator 
occupations (machine and transportation, both predicted and 
specialized shares) demonstrated a divergence as would be 
predicted by a more disarticulated spatial division of labor. 
The empirical analysis in Wojan (2000a) is open to criticism 
stemming from the level of aggregation. The most obvious 
problem is that the analysis is not able to isolate the manufacturing 
sector. The source of the occupational data-the Decennial 
Census-does not provide information on occupation-by-industry. 
This problem will be addressed in the empirical analysis of the 
Southeast that follows. The analysis also abstracts from the 
substantial skill differences that may exist within broad occupation 
categories. This is the topic of the next section. 
Disaggregating Occupations to Assess Job Content 
The empirical analysis of the spatial division of labor across 
nine occupational categories raises critical questions. What is the 
variation in skills within and between these categories? Does the 
within category variation differ systematically by location? This 
raises an important antecedent question: what constitutes a valid 
metric for assessing this variation? 
The choice made in this analysis is to use two common job 
characteristics from the DOT. While this choice may not fully 
address the multidimensional nature of job skill it has two critical 
advantages: 1) the measures provide continuity with the ma-jority of 
studies using the DOT and 2) the measures carry direct implications 
for policy. General Educational Development (GED) has been used 
to provide a functional requirement related to worker education (see 
Eckaus 1964. Berg 1970, Rumberger 198 1). However, the GED 
scores are more useful than educational equivalents in the spatial 
division of labor framework as they allow directly assessing the 
proportion of workers involved in following instructions, under- 
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standing rational systems, or solving complex probletns (See Table 
1 for a description of the GED Reasoning Scale levels, or GEDR). 
Specific Vocational Preparation is the second job characteristic 
used and gives an estimate of the length of time required to train a 
worker for average performance in an occupation. "This training 
may be acquired in a school, work, military, institutional, or 
vocational environment.. . . Specific vocational training includes: 
vocational education, apprenticeship training, in-plant training, on- 
the-job training, and essential experience in otherjobs" (Dictionary 
of Occupational Titles, Appendix C). This variable allows 
assessing the requirements for vocational education as well as 
differentiating low-skilled workers performing simple tasks from 
semi-skilled or skilled workers requiring substantial amounts of on- 
the-job training. (See Table I for the training requirements that 
corresponds to different levels of Specific Vocational Preparation, 
or SVP). 
Table 2 provides insight into the variation of skill requirements 
within the nine broad occupational categories and allows compari- 
son between them. It is important to note that the table represents 
the range of variation within the classification system-the shares 
represent the proportion of unique occupations functioning at each 
level of GEDR and SVP. Table 2 does not provide information on 
the share of workers in the economy operating at different levels; 
that information is provided in the next section. 
There are clear distinctions between the nine broad occupa- 
tional categories in terms of functional skill levels. Occupations 
requiring functioning at the GEDR 5 and 6 levels (i.e., applying the 
principles of logical or scientific thinking) are limited predomi- 
nantly to Managers and Professional/Technical groups. These two 
groups also have the highest share of detail occupations requiring 
more than two years of Specific Vocational Preparation. However 
the distinction here is less clear as a majority of Precision Produc- 
tion occupations also have this requirement. 
While the table is suggestive of a diagonal structure with 
higher-prestige occupation groups also having higher skill require- 
rnents there are critical off-diagonal cells. About half of the 
Management occupations and 20 percent of the Profes- 
sionalJTechnical occupations operate at or below a GEDR 4 (i.e., 
applying principles of rational systems). This suggests that many 
workers in these groups may be performing tasks better categorized 
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Table 1. Description of Dictionary oJOccupational Titles Categories 
D O T  Categories Brief Description 
GEDR l Apply common sense understanding to carry out simple one- or  
two-step instructions. Deal with standardized situations with 
occasional or no variables in or from these situations encountered 
on the job. 
GEDR 2 Apply common sense understanding to carry out detailed but 
uninvolved written or oral instructions. Deal with problems 
involving a few concrete variables in or from standardized 
situations. 
GEDR 3 Apply common sense understanding to carry out instructions 
furnished in written, oral, or diagrammatic form. Deal with 
problems involving several concrete variables in or from stan- 
dardized situations. 
GEDR 4 Apply principles of  rational systems* to solve practical problems 
and deal with a variety of  concrete variables in situations where 
only limited standardization exists. Interpret a variety of 
instructions furnished in written, oral, diagrammatic, or schedule 
form.* Examples of  rational systems are: bookkeeping, internal 
combustion engines, electric wiring systems, house building, 
farm management, and navigation. 
GEDR 5 Apply principles of  logical o r  scientific thinking to define 
problems, collect data, establish facts, and draw valid conclu- 
sions. Interpret an extensive variety of technical instructions in 
mathematical or diagrammatic form. Deal with several abstract 
and concrete variables. 
GEDR 6 Apply principles of  logical or scientific thinking to a wide range 
of intellectual and practical problems. Deal with nonverbal 
symbolism (formulas, scientific equations, graphs, musical notes, 
etc.) in its most difficult phases. Deal with a variety of abstract 
and concrete variables. Apprehend the most abstruse classes of  
concepts. 
SVP l Short demonstration only 
SVP 2 Anything beyond short demonstration up to and including I 
SVP 3 Over 1 month up to and including 3 months 
SVP 4 Over 3 months up to and including 6 months 
SVP 5 Over 6 months up to and including 1 year 
SVP 6 Over 1 year up to and including 2 years 
SVP 7 Over 2 years up to and including 4 years 
SVP 8 Over 4 years up to and including 10 years 
SVP 9 Over 10 years 
Note: GEDR = General Educational Development Reasoning Scale; SVP = Specific 
Vocational Preparation. 
Source: U.S. Department of Labor et, al. 1991 Dictionary of Occupational T~tles (DOT): 
Revised Fourth Edition. 1991, Appendix C. 
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Table 2. Skill Requirements Distribution (%) by Summary Occupations, Unweighted Detail Occupations from the Dictionary of 
Occupational Titles 
General Educat~onal Development Reasoning Scale Specific Vocational Preparation 
I 2 3 4 5 6 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Managers 0 0 4.54 44.59 46 16 4 71 11 0 0 0 0 33 2.56 2006  30.72 42 03 4 29 
Sales 0 15 225  21 35 6481  11.42 0 11015 4.66 1293 1714 2616  2887  7 2 1  2 8 5  0 
Profes- 
sional/ 0 0 2 3  280  1827 4217 3651 
Technical 
Operators 5 6 2  5075  3742 5 9 7  0 2 1  0 0 2  0.81 3008  2672 2020  1097  6 3 2  4 1 7  0 6 7  0 0 2  I 
0 0.29 0 67 0 87 2.56 9 54 34 23 50.17 1.63 
Serv~ce 
Occup 2 94 24.88 46.15 23.07 2 94 0 0 9 0  2194 2421 1244 7 2 4  I516  1380  4 2 9  I 0 
Laborers 38.52 57.32 4 14 0 0 0 111 15  70.13 12 71 3 50 221  0 2 7  0 0 0 
Fann, 
Forestry, 8.08 2641 2749  2668  11.32 0 3.77 1752 1482 1536 9 4 3  9 7 0  2264  6 7 3  I 0 Fisheries 
All Occupa- 
tlons 4.65 23 96 25 I1 2649  12 32 7 4 3  108  16 71 13 66 11 59 8 9 5  1 1  27 19 87 16 22 0.61 
Source U.S Department of Labor, et al 1991 Ilrcr~onary ofOrcupu~rotiul 7i1lm (DOT). Rev~sed Fourth Edltlon. 1991 
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as complex execution rather than as tasks of conception. Such a 
distinction is critical in assessing the geographical differentiation 
of work tasks. Sales, Clerical, and Precision Production groups 
define a middle set regarding skill. But here again there may be 
important geographical differences between the share of workers 
applying the principles of rational systems (GEDR 4) and the share 
of workers carrying out instructions in standardized situations 
(GEDR 3 or below). Given that economic activity will require 
input from each of these broad occupational groups, the critical 
spatial division of work tasks may take place within these summary 
categories as much as between them. This issue is examined in the 
next section. 
Functional Skill Requirements of Manufacturing Employment 
in Rural and Urban Areas 
The Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) dataset is a special 
tabulation of the 1990 Census of Housing and Population (U.S. 
Dept. of Commerce, 1993) that allows examination of the detailed 
occupational structure of Metropolitan Statistical Areas (urban) and 
the residual category Rest-of-State (rural). The Metropolitan 
Statistical Areas (MSA) category can be further broken down into 
large MSAs with more than 250,000 population and smaller MSAs 
with fewer than 250,000. Employment in 5 12 detail occupations 
across 99 inclusive industries is available for states, MSAs and all 
individual counties with more than 100,000 in population. For this 
analysis, data of occupational employment by industry are used to 
provide a rough control for differences in industrial structure. The 
interest is to assess differences in skill requirements of employment 
within the manufacturing sector. It is important to stress that the 
structure of the special tabulation is used only to compare geo- 
graphic areas. The structure of the data will also allow comparison 
of skill requirements by race and sex. 
The six states examined are Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky, 
Mississippi, North Carolina, and Tennessee. This corresponds to 
states in the TVA service area, excluding Virginia. Virginia was 
excluded due to complications it presented for the residual defini- 
tion of nonmetropolitan employment. The EEO dataset does not 
break out MSA employment by different state components so the 
Virginia proportion of the Washington DC MSA could not be 
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calculated. The four other MSAs which cross borders out of the 
study area include Cincinnati (excluded), Evansville (excluded), 
Louisville (included), and Memphis (included). 
There are two major drawbacks of the data. First, the data are 
available only for 1990 providing a snapshot of skill requirements 
across rural and urban areas. Providing answers to the critical 
question of the direction of change (i.e., are rural skill requirements 
increasing or decreasing relative to urban skill requirements) will 
have to wait for the EEO tabulation of the 2000 Census. Second, 
because of nondisclosure rules limiting occupational detail to 
counties with more than 100,000 people the data cannot address the 
structure of distinct rural labor markets. The wide variability in 
income per capita and educational attainment in rural counties 
suggests that significant differences across rural labor markets may 
be masked in the present analysis. This limitation could be easily 
overcome if data were also compiled for Labor Market Areas 
constructed by U.S. Department of Agriculture's Economic 
Research Service (USDAIERS) that meet the 100,000 population 
criterion by definition (Tolbert & Sizer 1996). 
The descriptive analysis that follows is made up of a frequency 
distribution of the two measures used to assess functional skill 
requirements. Regions examined include the United States as a 
whole, large MSAs (population greater than 250,000) in the six 
state study area, small MSAs (population between 50,000 and 
250,000) in the study area, and residual employment (total employ- 
ment in the six states minus MSA employment in these states) 
labeled Nonmetro. While the data do allow examination of distinct 
metropolitan labor markets, only aggregate statistics for the study 
area are presented for comparison with the aggregate Nonmetro 
category. First, comparative skill requirements in the manufactur- 
ing sector are examined. Second, three different patterns of 
comparative skill requirements across urban and rural areas are 
identified for 2-digit Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) 
manufacturing industries. These categories are labeled as Tradi- 
tional Rural Production (TRP), Spatial Division of Labor Produc- 
tion (SDL) and Spatially Integrated Production (SIP). Third, skill 
differences within broad occupations are examined for the TRP, 
SDL and SIP categories. Finally, the share of employment in these 
three categories is examined along with growth rates through the 
1970 to 1990 period. 
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Manufacturing Sector 
Table 3 provides a breakdown of Reasoning Scale (GEDR) 
Requirements for the manufacturing sector, reinforcing much ofthe 
thinking regarding skill requirements of the rural workforce. Close 
to half of the nonmetropolitan workers are classified at or below a 
GEDR 2 ("Apply commonsense understanding to carry out detailed 
but involved . . .  instructions"). Roughly a quarter of the 
nonmetropolitan workforce is classified at GEDR 4 ("Apply 
principles of rational systems") or above with the great majority 
classified at GEDR 4. Tasks requiring logical or scientific thinking 
are limited to 6.6 percent of rural manufacturing workers. In 
constrast, close to 20 percent of manufacturing workers in the large 
MSAs in the South require logical or scientific thinking to accom- 
plish their tasks. 
The frequency distribution with respect to Specific Vocational 
Preparation (Table 4) is similar with nonmetro workers overrepre- 
sented in lower-skill tasks and underrepresented in higher-skill 
tasks. The GEDR and SVP measures provide a rough comparison 
between general and more firm-specific requirements of a job, at 
least for the less-skilled occupations. However, the data do not 
suggest the lower general educational requirements of the rural 
labor force are being compensated for by greater firm-specific 
training. More than half of the rural labor force require three or 
fewer months (SVP2-SVP3) of specific vocational training to 
perform their work tasks. The SVPl shares are not reported in the 
text due to very small size. 
Three Patterns of Comparative Skill Requirements 
Examining aggregate data does not provide insight into two 
critical questions. (1 )  To what extent are lower-skill requirements 
a function of low-skill intensive industries locating in rural areas? 
(2) To what extent are lower-skill requirements a function of low- 
skill tasks from a variety of industries locating in rural areas? 
Although the aggregate data is suggestive of a highly disarticulated 
spatial division of labor, differences in industrial structure may 
provide a simpler explanation. A more complex hypothesis 
suggested by the theoretical work of Scott (1986) and Carter 
(1995)is that the spatial division of labor may characterize a subset 
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Table 3. General Educational Requirements (GEDR) for Manufacturing 
Employment for the U.S., and for Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan Areas 
of Six Southern States, in percent, 1990 
Region GEDR GEDR GEDR GEDR GEDR GEDR 
I 2 3 4 5 6 
U.S. 0.38 25.8 22.4 29.1 19.3 2.9 
Large 0.46 28.2 22.9 29.4 17.1 1.9 
MS A 
Small 0.55 33.1 23.4 26.0 14.7 2.3 
MS A 
Non- 0.86 48.4 23.5 20.4 6.14 0.60 
metro 
Source: U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1993. Equal Employ- 
ment Opportunity (EEO) Supplemental Tabulations File, Part I and U.S. 
Department of Labor, el. al. 1991. Dictionary ofOccupationa1 Titles (DOT): 
Revised Fourth Edition. 1991. 
Table 4. Vocational Preparation for Manufacturing Employment for the 
U.S., and for Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan Areas of Six Southern 
States, in percent, 1990 
Re- SVP SVP SVP SVP SVP SVP SVP 
gion 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
U.S. 20.4 12.4 6.8 7.4 11.0 25.2 16.8 
Large 22.1 13.4 6.7 7.6 11.4 23.8 14.9 
MSA 
Small 24.5 15.7 7.5 7.1 9.3 23.5 12.4 
MSA 
Non- 29.9 26.6 8.62 6.1 6.5 17.2 5.0 
metro 
Source: U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 1993. Equal Employ- 
ment Opportunity (EEO) Supplemental Tabulations File. Part I and U.S. 
Department of Labor. et. al. 1991. Dictionary ofOccupationa1 Titles (DOT): 
Revised Fourth Edition. 1991. 
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of manufacturing industries. Whether or not an industry is prone 
to spatial disintegration will depend on the contracting structure of 
production, the information structure of production and marketing 
and the technological complementarities between various work 
tasks within an industry. 
A typology of three comparative skill requirements patterns is 
suggested by descriptive analysis of highly detailed data. These 
three categories can be described as: 1) Traditional Rural Produc- 
tion characterized by substantial low-skill employment in both rural 
and urban areas-the modest number of high-skilled workers are 
found predominantly in urban areas; 2) Spatial Division of Labor 
Production characterized by a large share of middle-skill jobs in 
both rural and urban areas but with high-skill employment found 
predominantly in urban areas; 3) Spatially Integrated Production 
having the highest share of highly-skilled employees and character- 
ized by relatively similar skill requirements in rural and urban 
environments. In the next three tables comparisons are limited to 
large MSA and Nonmetropolitan regions to avoid the possibility 
that the small MSA region dilutes the distinctions in functional 
requirements. Data on the small MSA region are included in 
Tables 8 to 10 where it is confirmed that the region provides an 
intermediate case. Also, the results from the GEDR 1 category are 
not reported in the remaining tables given their small share of 
employment. 
Traditional Rural Production (TRP) is characterized by a large 
share of low-skill workers (Table 5). Dependency on raw materials 
produced in rural areas characterize a large number of these 
industries though it is not a requirement. Although the require- 
ments for low-skill workers are similar between rural and urban 
production environments the critical distinction derives from the 
demand for highly-skilled workers. The relatively small share of 
highly-skilled employees is found predominantly in  the metropoli- 
tan areas. 
Spatial Division of Labor Production is characterized by a 
greater representation of medium-skill workers (GEDR 4) and a 
significant requirement for highly-skilled workers (Table 6). 
Geographic differentiation of these skill requirements is again most 
pronounced in the demand for highly-skilled workers. Indeed, the 
share of GEDR5 and 6 workers in urban areas is four to five times 
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Table 5. General Educational Requirements (GEDR) for Traditional Rural Production for Large Metropolitan and 
Nonmetropolitan Areas of Six Southern States. in vercent. 1990 
Industry Census Ind. Code Region 
GEDR GEDR GEDR GEDR GEDR 
2 3 4 5 6 
Food 100-129 LargeMSA 32.1 27.9 23.8 14.6 0.9 Nonmetro 47.1 31.0 15.7 4.2 0.3 
Textiles 132-150 LargeMSA 44.8 21.0 2 1.2 10.8 0.8 Nonmetro 52.0 21.9 18.7 5.5 0.2 
Apparel 151-159 LargeMSA 59.9 13.0 17.1 9.1 0.4 Nonrnetro 73.8 12.2 10.7 2.9 0.0 
Paper Mills 160 LargeMSA 32.8 16.2 29.2 18.8 2.5 Nonmetro 35.3 23.0 32.7 6.3 2.2 
Misc. Paper LargeMSA 38.8 17.0 27.9 14.6 1 .O Nonrnetco 47.1 17.8 26.7 6.4 0.3 
Rubber 210-21 1 LargeMSA 40.3 17.4 25.6 14.0 1.5 2 13-2 19 Nonrnetro 52.3 20.7 18.5 6.2 0.7 
Logging 230 LargeMSA 66.6 22.5 6.4 4.1 0.3 Nonrnetro 62.9 29.8 4.1 2.7 0.3 
Sawmills 
Furniture 
LargeMSA 31.7 26.3 
Nonmetro 37.4 34.6 
242-249 LargeMSA 40.2 25.6 23.6 10.1 0.1 Nonmetro 49.7 33.1 14.7 1.7 0.3 
Other 130-131 LargeMSA 30.1 16.6 32.3 17.8 2.6 
Nondurable 220-229 Nonmetro 28.0 68.0 2.2 1.4 0.0 
Misc. Mfg. 392-399 LargeMSA 30.3 18.3 31.7 17.8 1.5 Nonmetro 47.9 2 1.5 23.1 6.7 0.5 
Source: U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1993. Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Supplemental Tabulations 
File. Part I and U.S. Department of Labor. et. al. 1991. Dictionary ofOccl~pationa1 Titles (DOT): Revised Fourth Edition. 1991. 
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that of rural areas in  several industries (i.e., Printing, Chemicals, 
Other Machinery, Appliances, Other Transportation Equipment). 
That is, these industries have significant demand for highly-skilled 
workers that is provided mainly in  urban areas. However, these 
spatially segmented production systems also require a significant 
share of moderately-skilled workers in rural areas as is demon- 
strated by the similarity in the GEDR4 category. The spatial 
division of labor is probably best summarized as a separation of 
conception and execution tasks rather than a distinct segmentation 
of low-skill and high-skill tasks. 
Spatially Integrated Production is generally made up of the 
most highly-skilled industries. Exceptions include Paperboard, 
Miscellaneous Plastics, Wood Buildings and Glass (Table 7). The 
criterion for inclusion in  the category is similarity with urban skill 
requirements. In contrast to the two other patterns identified, all of 
these industries have a significant rural requirement for highly- 
skilled workers much more similar to their urban counterparts. 
Conceptually, the trend toward spatial integration can be explained 
by strong technological complementarities across work tasks (Scott 
1986) coordination problems in contracting that preclude social or 
spatial divisions of different production tasks (Scott 1986), or great 
variability in the revenue and cost structures of production requir- 
ing close interaction from various divisions of the firm (Carter 
1995). 
Skills Differentiation Within Occupation/Industry Groups 
The theoretical arguments for understanding the relative spatial 
division of work tasks is aided by examination of employment 
shares of the various occupational groups and the comparative skill 
requirements of these groups across rural and urban areas. Table 8 
provides information on the within occupation group differentiation 
of Traditional Rural Production. I11 two higher-skilled occupations 
(Mangers and Professional/Technical) the majority of workers in 
rural areas are classified at a GEDR 4 (applying principles of 
rational systems) or below. This is in contrast to large urban areas 
where the majority of workers operate at or above a GEDR 5. The 
share of employees in these two groups in urban areas is about 
twice that of rural areas. The Sales occupations also demonstrate 
18
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Table 6. General Educational Requirements (GEDR) for Spatial Division of Labor Production for Large Metropolitan 
and Nonrnetropolitan Areas of s ixsouthern States, in percent, 1990 L I ~  
h, 
E3 
Industry Census Region GED GEDR GEDR GEDR GEDR Ind. Code R2 3 4 5 6 
Printing 171-179 LargeMSA 12.7 3 1.9 28.9 19.5 6.9 Nonmetro 28.0 35.5 27.0 3.2 5.8 
Chemicals 182- 192 LargeMSA 14.4 21.3 33.2 25.3 5.7 Nonmetro 24.2 36.4 31.9 4.6 2.3 
Aluminum 272-279 LargeMSA 22.9 25.3 32.9 15.8 1 .O Nonmetro 24.6 41.9 27.7 5.1 0.3 
Fabricated Metal 28 1-290 LargeMSA 20.4 28.3 32.5 17.7 0.9 292-309 Nonmetro 35.4 32.6 24.7 7.0 0.2 
Machinery 33 1 1,argeMSA 19.7 18.6 42.4 18.6 0.6 Nonmetro 34.0 23.1 35.1 7.4 0.3 
Other 310-321 LargeMSA 16.8 19.2 35.6 26.5 1.6 
Machinery 332-339 Nonmetro 34.0 28.4 29.6 7.7 0.1 
Electrical 342-349 LargeMSA 18.4 18.6 40.0 21.7 0.8 Machinery Nonmetro 27.0 19.8 4 1.6 10.4 0.5 
Appliances 340,350 LargeMSA 19.4 16.2 43.7 19.2 0.8 Nonmetro 3 1.2 26.1 38.0 4.6 0.0 
Motor Vehicles 35 1 LargeMSA 34.9 26.0 24.1 14.4 0.5 Nonmetro 4 1.9 33.8 19.6 4.3 0.2 
Other Trans 352-370 LargeMSA 14.5 24.4 37.8 18.1 5.1 Equip Nonmetro 4 1.6 21.3 32.3 4.1 0.2 
Note: GEDR = General Educational Development Reasoning Scale; MSA = Metropolitan Statistical Area. 
Source: U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 1993. Equal Employment opportunity (EEO) Supplemental l'abulations 
File, Part I and L7.S. Department of Labor, et. al. 199 1. Dictionary ofOccupationa1 Titles (DOT): Revised Fourth Edition, 199 1. 
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Table 7. General Educational Requirements (GEDR) for Spatially Integrated Production for Large Metropolitan 
and Nonmetropolitan Areas of Six Southern States, in percent, 1990 
Industry Census Ind. Code Region 
GED GE 
R2 DR3 GEDR4 GEDR5 GEDR6 
Paperboard 162-170 LargeMSA Nonmetro 
Plastics LargeMSA Nonmetro 
Drugs 181 LargeMSA 15.9 23.2 36.0 22.0 2.7 Nonmetro 21.4 22.3 23.9 22.2 9.8 
Petroleum 200-209 LargeMSA Nonmetro 
Misc. 
Plastics 
Wood 
Bldgs. 
Glass 
Primary 
Metals 
Forging1 
Stamping 
212 LargeMSA Nonmetro 
232,241 LargeMSA Nonmetro 
250 LargeMSA Nonmetro 
270, 271. LargeMSA 
280 Nonmetro 
29 1 LargeMSA Nonmetro 
Computers 322-330 LargeMSA Nonmetro 
~ ~ 
Radio TV 34 1 LargeMSA 8.7 14.8 38.7 35.5 2.0 Comm Nonmetro 17.0 17.4 35.7 28.1 1 .5 
Other 25 1-269 LargeMSA 22.4 22.5 33.3 20.0 1.5 
Durable 371-391 Nonmetro 39.5 24.0 24.0 11.2 1 .0 
Note: GEDR = General Educational Development Reasoning Scale; MSA = Metropolitan Statistical Area. 
Source: U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 1993. Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Supplemental Tabulations 
File, Part I and U.S. Department of Labor. et. al. 1991. Dictionary ofOcczcpationa1 Titles (DOT): Revised Fourth Edition. 1991. 
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Table 8. Functional Skill Requirements Distribution by Summary Occupations, Traditional Rural Production for Six Southern States. in 
percent, 1990 
R e g ~ o n  Occupati Occu. GEDR GEDR GEDR GEDR GEDR SVP SVP SVP SVP SVP SVP SVP 
on Share 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 4 5 6 7 8 
US AllOccs 100.0 43.0 22 0 22.1 11 4 0.8 29.3 22.1 6 7 5.5 9 8 17.0 9.7 
LargeMS AllOccs 100.0 40.5 21.1 23.9 12 9 0.9 28 4 20.5 6 7 5.7 9 6 18.4 I 0  8 
SmallMS AllOccs 100.0 47 5 24.1 19.2 8.1 0.3 32.1 23.5 8.1 5.9 7.7 15.9 6.8 
Nonmetro AllOccs 100.0 56 7 21 8 15.8 4.4 0 3 30.7 34 0 8 2 5.4 4 5 13.6 3.6 
US Managers 14 4 0.0 1.4 40.9 54.1 3.6 0.0 0 0 0.0 1.0 3 4 39.3 56.4 
LargeMS Managers 16.0 0.0 0 7 41.2 5 4 4  3.7 0 0  0.0 0 0 0 3 3.4 39.6 56 7 
SmallMS Managers 12.3 0.0 0.9 49 9 47.6 1.6 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.5 3.2 47 9 48 4 
Nonmetro Managers 8.8 0 0  3.5 60 1 34.6 1.8 0 0 0 0  0 0 3 1  3.7 57 6 35.6 
US ProfITech 6.4 3.7 5.5 31.0 55.0 4 9 0.6 3.7 0 0 17.8 2 .8  52 9 22.2 
LargeMS ProfITech 7.1 3 7 3 8 30.4 57.3 4 8 0.5 3 7 0 0 14.8 2.7 56.8 21.6 
SmallMS ProfITecli 4.5 7 8 5.9 34.5 48.9 3.0 1.0 7.8 0.0 15.1 2.9 55.5 17.7 
Nonmetro ProfiTech 3.2 7.5 3.5 43.7 41 0 4.3 0 8  7 5 0 0 14.5 5.2 58.7 13 3 
US Sales 6 4  4 1 9  4.0 53 5 0 .6  0 0  42.0 3.8 0 0  0.1 48.6 4 9 0 6 
LargeMS Sales 6 3 38.2 3.8 57 4 0 .6  0.0 38.4 3 6 0.0 0.0 51 8 5.6 0.6 
SmallMS Sales 3 7 58.3 3 5 38.2 0 .  I 0.0 58.4 3.4 0 0  0.0 33.0 5.2 0.1 
Nonn~etro Sales 2.7 82.0 1 8  15.8 0.4 0 0  8 2 2  1 7  0 0  0.1 14.0 1 7  0.4 
US Craft 20.6 47.7 2 0 1  32 3 0 0  0.0 4 5 8  2 1  1 7  0.1 15.9 33.9 0.4 
LargeMS Craft 18.6 45.1 18.5 36.4 0.0 0.0 43.6 1.9 2.2 0.0 14.3 37.5 0.6 
S~na l lMS Craft 19 9 42.9 23.7 33.4 0.0 0.0 41.1 2.0 2.6 0.2 19.6 34.5 0.0 
Nonmetro Craft 17.2 49.4 15.5 3 5 1  0 .0  0.0 46.6 3 3  1.7 0.3 12.1 35.7 0.3 
US Operators 36.8 74.4 22.8 1 .0 0.1 0.0 38  4 47 7 6 .9  4 9 0.5 1 7 0 0 
LargeMS Operators 35 0 76.2 20.8 0 9 0.1 0.0 43.0 44.8 4.9 5 3 0 .3  1 8 0 0 
SmallMS Operators 43 8 76.8 20.6 0.7 0. I 0 0  4 3 1  12 .9  5.6 7 1 0.2 1.0 0.0 
Nonmetro Operators 53 7 80.3 1 7 3  0.5 0.0 0.0 33 1 55 2 5.0 5 7 0.2 0.8 0.0 
Note: GEDR = General Educational Development Reasoning Scale; SVP = Specific Vocattolial Preparation; MSA = Metropolitan Statistical Area. 
Source: U S .  Dept, ofCommerce, Bureau o f  the Census, 1 9 9 3  Equal Employment Opportun~ty (EEO) Supplemental Tabulations File, Part I and U.S.  
Department o f  Labor. et al. 1991  Dictionary ofOccupatrorral Trtles (DOT): Revised Fourth Edition. 1991. 
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an important differentiation. The great majority (82 percent) of 
rural Sales workers require little skill compared to the requirement 
to apply principles of rational systems by the majority (57 percent) 
of their urban counterparts 
Table 9 provides information on the within occupation group 
differentiation of Spatial Division of Labor Production. Here again 
there is a differentiation of the more highly-skilled rural positions 
performing tasks of complex execution (61 percent and 53 percent 
of Managers and Professional/ Technical workers, respectively. 
required to function at or below a GEDR 4) compared to a majority 
of urban workers performing conception tasks at or above a GEDR 
5. In contrast to the TRP industries there is also a significant 
difference in skill requirements of production workers between 
urban and rural areas. The bimodal skill requirements distribution 
of Craft workers is dominated by GEDR 2 workers in rural areas 
and GEDR 4 workers in urban areas. This distinction is important 
for assessing the share of production workers engaged in complex 
execution. However, compared with TRP industries a much larger 
share of rural production workers operate at the GEDR 4 level. 
Table 10 provides information on the within occupation group 
differentiation of Spatially Integrated Production. Differences in 
skill requirements in this table are most pronounced for Sales 
occupations. Rural-urban differences in the other occupations are 
much more modest with a slight tendency for rural workers to have 
lower requirements. This is probably best demonstrated in  the All 
Occupations rows where these small differences are cumulative. 
But even here the differences are more of degree than character. 
The ratios of large MSA shares to rural shares from GEDR 2 to 6 
are 0.747, 0.894, 1.193, 1.468 and 0.762, respectively. 'The 
majority of the most highly-skilled occupational groups in rural 
areas perform at a GEDR 5 or 6. This defines an important 
distinction between the SIP industries and the SDL industries: the 
majority of Managers and Professional/Technical workers in SIP 
industries operate at GEDR 5 and 6 levels. In contrast, the majority 
of Managers and Professional/Technical workers in SDL industries 
operate at the GEDR 3 and 4 levels. 
The descriptive statistics suggest that rural requirements for 
workers operating in tasks of conception may be relatively small in 
some industries. There may be few technological complementari- 
ties between processes of conception and execution in the TRP and 
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Table 9. Functional Skill Requirements Distribution by Summary Occupations, Spatial Divsion o f  Labor Production for Six Southern 
States, in percent, 1990 4 
h, 
Region 
us 
LargeMSA 
SmallMSA 
Nonmetro 
us 
LargeMSA 
SmallMSA 
Nonmetro 
US 
LargeMSA 
SmallMSA 
Nonmetro 
us 
LargeMSA 
SmallMSA 
Nonmetro 
us 
LargeMSA 
SmallMSA 
Nonmetro 
us 
LargeMSA 
SmallMSA 
Occupa- 
tion 
AllOccs 
AllOccs 
AllOccs 
AllOccs 
Managers 
Managers 
Managers 
Managers 
ProfITech 
ProfITech 
ProfITech 
ProflTech 
Sales 
Sales 
Sales 
Sales 
Craft 
Craft 
Craft 
Craft 
Operators 
Operators 
Operators 
Occu GEDR 
Share 2 
GEDR GEDR GEDR GEDR SVP SVP SVP SVP SVP SVP 
4 5 6 2 3 4 5 6 7 
33.5 21.6 4.5 15.7 7.8 6.2 8.8 11.9 29.7 
33 6 19.7 3 2 17.1 8.2 6 1 9.4 12.5 28.7 
34.2 1 9 9  5.0 16.1 7.9 6.1 8.6 11.5 31.7 
31.2 6.6 0.9 28.3 12.8 9.2 8.3 12.3 23 4 
29 6 66.2 4.0 0.0 0 0  0 0  0.0 2.6 28.8 
31.7 63.9 4.2 0.0 0 0  0 0  0 0  2.9 30.6 
35.4 58.9 5 3 0 0  0 0  0 0 0 0  2.5 34 8 
60.7 36.8 2.0 0.0 0.0 0 0  0 0  4.9 56.9 
21.5 52.6 23.8 0.1 0.3 0 0  7.7 5 5  55.1 
25.7 54.0 18.1 0.1 0.3 0 0  9.2 5.6 58.0 
18.9 53.8 259 0 0  0 1  0.0 5.9 4.8 56.1 
46.4 37.7 9.0 0 2 2.1 0 0 10.6 22 3 48 1 
69 1 2.5 0.0 27 0 1.4 0.0 18.5 44.6 6.0 
71.6 2 0 0.0 25.3 1.2 0.0 20.3 45.3 6.0 
6 0 1  1.5 0 0  36.2 2.2 0 0  11.7 41.7 6.7 
42.2 4.9 0 0  5 0 6  2.3 0.0 0.4 3 5 1  6.8 
51.2 0.0 0.0 33.6 0.9 3.7 0.1 8 4 48 6 
46.4 0.0 0 0  37.0 0.9 3.5 0.1 9.1 4 3 8  
53 8 0.0 0 0  31.4 I 1 4.1 0 0  7.0 53.0 
38.5 0 0  0 0  47.9 1.4 4 4 0.2 8 2 36.4 
16.1 0.3 0.0 22.1 21 6 7 2 16.6 15.3 17.2 
15.0 0 1 0 0  21.0 2 1 3  7.4 16.7 14.4 19.2 
20 4 1.2 0 0  20 6 19.8 7.6 20.8 19.8 11.4 
SVP o\ 
8 
Nonmetro Operators 30 6 37.7 44.9 16.2 0 2 0.0 24.6 26.5 9.5 184 16.0 5.0 0 0  
Note. GEDR = General Educational Developnlent Reasoning Scale: SVP = Specific Vocational Preparation: MSA = Metropolitan Statistical Area. 
Source U S Dept o f  Commerce. Bureau of the Census, 1993- Equal Emplokment Opportun~ty (EEO) Supplemental Tabulat~ons F ~ l e ,  Part 1 and U S 
Department of Labor, el al 1991 D~clionan~ ofOccupatronal Tltles (DOT) Rev~sed Fourth E d ~ t ~ o n ,  1991 
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SDL industries. However, this does not appear to be the case in the 
SIP industries. The lower skills requirements in Sales occupation 
in all three categories suggests that the Carter ( I  995) hypothesis of 
the variability of cost and revenue information being a strong 
determinant of the degree of integration may not have much 
explanatory power with respect to spatial divisions in  southern 
manufacturing. However, a valid test of this hypothesis would 
require the classification of all detail occupations as either 
production or marketing oriented. 
Share of Employment and Growth Rates 
The identification of the three different patterns of comparative 
skill requirements is interesting from theoretical and conceptual 
perspectives. However, this may be of limited policy interest if the 
two more highly-skilled patterns make up a very small percentage 
of rural manufacturing employment. Given the aggregate statistics 
it is fair to assume that Traditional Rural Production makes u p  a 
majority of this employment. The other policy interest is to assess 
the direction of change-are the more highly-skilled patterns a 
growing or declining share of rural manufacturing employment? 
Table 1 1  provides insight on the relative shares of 
manufacturing employment in the different industry categories. 
The six state study region as a whole is more concentrated in  
Traditional Rural Production relative to the nation. All areas in the 
study region are also less concentrated in Spatial Division of Labor 
Production and Spatially Integrated Production relative to the 
nation. The differences between metropolitan and nonmetropolitan 
areas are smallest in the Spatially Integrated Production category. 
Rural areas tend to be underrepresented in the Spatial Division of 
Labor category. The dominant share of rural manufacturing 
employment in the Traditional Rural Production category suggests 
that the name is an appropriate one. It also suggests that the 
concentration in low-skill jobs in rural areas is predominantly a 
function of industry mix. Despite the dominance of TRP the shares 
of the other two categories are significant and justify a strong 
policy interest. 
Table 12 provides information on the growth rates of the three 
industry categories for the study region. This table provides an even 
strongerjustification for the policy importance of the SDL and SIP 
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Table 11. 1990 Manufacturing Employment Percentage by Skill 
Requirements Pattern for the U.S., and for Metropolitan and Non- 
metropolitan Areas in Six Southern States 
1990 % of 
Skill Requirements Pattern Region Employ- Total 
ment Mfg. 
Traditional Rural Production US 5979461 29.69 
Traditional Rural Production LargeMSA 552858 39.14 
Traditional Rural Production SmallMSA 199486 48.15 
Traditional Rural Production Nonmetro 706008 65.61 
Spatial Division of Labor Prod. US 9561 113 47.47 
Spatial Division of Labor Prod. LargeMSA 6 19849 43.88 
Spatial Division of Labor Prod. SmallMSA 147925 35.71 
Spatial Division of Labor Prod. Nonmetro 217483 20.2 1 
Spatially Integrated Production US 460 1 849 22.85 
Spatially Integrated Production LargeMSA 2399 1 8 16.98 
Spatially Integrated Production SmallMSA 66876 16.14 
Spatially Integrated Production Nonmetro 152635 14.18 
Note: MSA = Metropolitan Statistical Area. 
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Stat~stics, Covered Employment and 
Wages Program (ES-202), 1980 and 1990. 
categories as they are both growing rapidly in rural areas. Urban 
manufacturing loss is limited to Traditional Rural Production. Over 
the 20-year period there is modest rural growth in this category but 
employment loss in the latter 1980 to 1990 interval. The external 
threats to this manufacturing sector have increased in this decade 
through trade liberalization and increased competition from low- 
wage countries. These same threats will also impact the SDL and 
SIP categories but to a lesser degree. A potentially more serious 
threat to the SDL category is the eventual reintegration of the 
execution tasks into urban production. Locational proclivities 
would appear to be the biggest threat for SIP industries. However, 
the data suggest that rural areas were not disadvantaged relative to 
urban areas in any of the time periods. 
The 2000 Census tabulation is eagerly awaited to assess 
whether the trends identified in the 1980s continued in the 1990s. 
It is important to stress that the spatial division or integration of 
work tasks across various industries is inherently an empirical 
question. It is to be expected that category membership of the 
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Table 12. Employment Growth by Skill Requirements Pattern and 
Region in Six Southern States, 1970-1980, 1980-1990, and 1970-1990 
1970- 1980 - 1970 - 
Skill Requirements Pattern Region 1980 1990 1990 Emp. Emp. Emp. 
Growth Growth Growth 
Traditional Rural Production LargeMSA -0.057 -0.158 -0 206 
Traditional Rural Production SmallMSA 0.040 -0.072 -0.035 
Traditional Rural Production Nonmetro 0.155 -0.069 0.076 
Spatial Division of Labor Prod. LargeMSA 0.075 0.1 18 0 201 
Spatial Division of Labor Prod. SmalIMSA 0 412 0.240 0.750 
Spatial Division of Labor Prod. Nonmetro 0.614 0.140 0.840 
Spatially Integrated Production LargeMSA 0.177 0.167 0.374 
Spatially Integrated Production SmallMSA 0.075 0.212 0.303 
Spatially Integrated Production Nonmetro 0.450 0.367 0.98 1 
Note: These statistics were generated from Covered Employment and Wages Program 
(commonly known as ES-202) data for the six states in order to avoid disclosure problems. 
There are minor classification differences between the Standard Industrial Classification 
(SIC) codes used for the ES-202 data and the Census codes used in the Equal Employment 
Opportunity (EEO) data but these should not significantly affect the magn~tude of the 
statistics Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) codes form the EEO tabulation 
identi@ing Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) counties were used to classi@ counties. 
Thus, MSA membership in 1990 was carried back to the 1980 and 1970 data. 
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. 1970, 1980, and 1990. 
industries will change over time as will the composition of rural 
employment and relative rates of growth. 
Policy Implications 
Deficiencies in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (U.S. 
Dept. of Labor 1991) and the special EEO Tabulation of the 1990 
Census (U.S. Dept. of Commerce 1993) caution against making 
definitive statements regarding the skill requirements of urban and 
rural manufacturing in the South. But there are three salient points 
that emerge even through the fog of imperfect measures. First, the 
aggregate pattern of functional skill requirements across rural and 
urban areas reinforces commonly held beliefs of much lower rural 
requirements. Second, within this aggregate pattern there is a broad 
range of variation within the rural region. There are some 
industries that have similar skill requirements between urban and 
rural areas and, importantly, these industries tend to be those with 
the highest skill requirements. Finally, these same industries with 
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similar rural-urban requirements were also the fastest growing 
industries in rural areas for the 1980s and over the 1970 to 1990 
interval. By contrast, growth of the lowest-skilled industry group 
was flat over the 20 year period in rural areas and there are 
indications that these same industries will bear the brunt ofjob loss 
through trade liberalization. 
While the relative growth rates of the three industry categories 
suggest the direction of change will be favorable for rural areas, the 
current majority of manufacturing employment is found in 
Traditional Rural Production. This suggests that any trend for 
upskilling may be relatively slow and may be accompanied by 
painful dislocations. Assisting displaced workers to make the 
transition from traditional rural industries to more highly-skilled 
industries could take two forms. The first strategy would be to 
increase the competitiveness of Traditional Rural Production by 
fully utilizing the productive capability of the rural workforce. This 
strategy could lead to two different outcomes. The strategy could 
contribute to the viability of more of these firms in the rural South 
or the strategy could better prepare workers for jobs in industries 
requiring more skilled, more flexible workers. 
An important challenge is to determine the range of strategic 
maneuvering with respect to human resources in these low-skill 
intensive industries (see Rothstein 1989; U.S. Congress 1990). Can 
cutting heads off chickens benefit from efforts at work 
enlargement? ldiosyncratic work will always have more limited 
opportunities until the work task either becomes obsolete or can be 
incorporated conceptually in the overall production process (Berger 
& Piore 1980). An example of the latter process is provided by a 
firm attempting to pass a quality control audit (Wojan 1998). 
Material handlers held the lowest rung in the job skills hierarchy. 
However, management realized that these same workers 
represented the main tactile sense of the firm in identifying defects 
at the point of error in either raw or processed material. In 
modernizing quality control practice in the firm material handlers 
received the largest increase in training of dny occupational group. 
The position was also upgraded from a low-skill job requiring 
minimal training to a semi-skilled job in which the ability to detect 
defects was augmented over time. Unfortunately, secondary data 
will not provide much insight into these processes nor will surveys 
be able to capture the sequential, strategic nature of such initiatives. 
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Meeting this challenge will require firm level analysis of innovative 
strategies through structured case studies. 
A second strategy would be to provide direct vocational 
assistance to displaced workers or to workers at risk of losing their 
jobs due to trade liberalization. There are already legislative 
remedies in place to address this issue. However, evaluating the 
efficacy of this legislation would be aided by making the EEO 
tabulation available for distinct rural labor markets in both the 1990 
and 2000 Census. 
The opportunities for work enlargement are much greater in the 
SDL and SIP categories. It has been suggested that the condition 
of limited alternatives for both rural firms and rural workers may 
direct both parties toward high commitment or mutual gains human 
resource strategies (Wojan 2000b). In contrast, urban firms may be 
better able to accommodate competitive pressures through greater 
reliance on external markets for skilled labor. The policy problem 
created by more highly-skilled production is essentially one of 
coordination (Finegold 1991). Firms are less likely to modernize 
their facilities if a greater contingent of skilled labor is not locally 
available. Similarly, workers are unlikely to make the human 
capital investment in acquiring relevant skills if there is no 
guarantee of demand for these skills. Here again, smaller places 
may be better able to coordinate expectations and interests among 
a smaller number of groups. For the same reason smaller places 
may also be better able to avoid the 'anonymity problem' related to 
poaching skilled workers that plagues some larger manufacturing 
agglomerations. 
A strategy to promote SIP or SDL industries in rural areas 
might also require identifying deficiencies in local infrastructure. 
It is important to recognize that 'bricks and mortar' strategies in 
isolation will be even less effective for more-skilled industries than 
for more traditional industries. However, if other requisites can be 
reasonably met infrastructure may present a critical bottleneck. By 
definition SDL industries have requirements for substantial flows 
of information and goods between headquarters and branch. Rural 
areas lacking modern telecommunications infrastructure may be 
unable to support the level of coordination required of spatially- 
segmented production processes. This same concern applies to SIP 
industries that should not be regarded as stand-alone plants. 
Information flows from headquarters, from sister plants, from 
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intermediate markets or from end markets will be critical to the 
functioning of these firms. To some extent transportation 
infrastructure may be beyond the control of rural communities. Or, 
specific local requirements may be part of recruitment negotiations. 
However, there is still a role for proactive strategies. Efforts to 
increase local freight traffic can have important agglomeration 
benefits, especially for smaller firms that do not maintain their own 
trucking fleets. Also, efforts should be made to insure that 
proposed state or federal projects do not close rural communities 
out of the transportation loop. 
Directions for Future Research 
This analysis uses only one of four data tables from the EEO 
tabulation (U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 1993). In addition, use of the 
occupation-by-industry data is limited to assessing geographical 
differences in skill requirements. There are clearly a large number 
of potentially valuable studies embodied in this detailed data. 
However, whether these studies are definitive or merely suggestive 
will depend on efforts to compile the data to represent distinct areas 
with economic coherence to local labor markets. 
A natural extension from the current analysis would be to break 
down occupational employment by race and gender. To what 
extent are higher-skilled jobs being filled by minorities and 
women? Another table of the EEO (U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 
1993) includes the educational attainment by occupation. This 
information could be used to assess the degree of underutilization 
of disadvantaged groups relative to white males. Another table 
includes earnings by occupation that would illuminate other aspects 
of job discrimination. But here again, the relationships between 
cells in the dataset are not between individuals but between 
subpopulations defined by occupation, race, and gender. Estimates 
of these relationships would be much more meaningful if these 
subpopulations were further defined by distinct local labor markets. 
Another extension of the present analyiis would be to examine 
all sectors in rural and urban economies. Are rural labor markets 
being deskilled by the growth of tourism or retirement-related 
services? How do the skill requirements of producer-services differ 
between urban and rural areas? Can differing skill requirements be 
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related to the exportability of these services? Or to the promotion 
of efficiency-enhancing divisions of labor? 
Availability of the tabulation from the 2000 Census will allow 
assessing the rates of change in the skill requirements of urban and 
rural employment. With the release of 0-Net and provision of a 
reliable crosswalk to the DOT it will be possible to decompose 
changes in skill requirements to changes in job content of 
occupations, changes due to shifts in industrial structure and 
changes due to shifts in occupational specialization. 
Identification of the three skill requirements patterns opens up 
new questions as to the locational determinants of these three types 
of industry. While this line of research could be pursued 
independently of the EEO tabulation this would require the 
assumption that these patterns are relatively constant across distinct 
urban or rural labor markets. This may not be the case. 
Confirming or disconfirming this assumption would require a 
compilation allowing the analysis of distinct rural labor markets. 
Conclusion 
In summary, this analysis has confirmed the commonly-held 
belief that rural areas are characterized by lower functional-skill 
requirements compared to urban areas. However, within this 
aggregate pattern there is considerable variation across rural 
industries. Some rural industries have skill requirements similar to 
their urban peers and these industries tend to have the highest skill 
requirements. There is also evidence that these industries with 
similar rural-urban requirements demonstrated the fastest 
employment growth in rural areas for the 1980s and over the 1970 
to 1990 interval. By contrast, growth of the lowest-skilled industry 
group was flat over the 20-year period in  rural areas and there are 
indications that these same industries will bear the brunt ofjob loss 
through trade liberalization. 
The analysis confirms that examination of aggregates may 
misrepresent important components of change in a system. Change 
in southern rural labor markets appears to be an amalgam of static 
or declining employrnent in traditional rural industries and growth 
in more highly-skilled industries. Theoretical constructs such as the 
spatial division of labor or flexible specialization may accurately 
describe a subset of industries-or more accurately, a subset of 
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employment in particular industries. But none of these constructs 
comprise an encompassing explanation of rural employment 
change. 
While the wealth of data may help in outlining the structure of 
change it has serious limits. Information on the skill composition 
of employment in rural areas has value as does information on the 
direction of change. However, the central problem of rural labor 
markets is not to understand if demand for skilled workers is rising 
or falling. The central problem for rural (and urban) labor markets 
is to devise ways to increase worker commitment in the labor 
process at all skill levels. Detailed information on prices and 
quantities may avert our attention from more critical questions 
related to the interaction of workers, firms and institutions charged 
with the responsibility for education and training. Combining 
detailed, generalizable data with analyses of the strategic 
alternatives and actions of firms, workers, and institutions will be 
required to fully comprehend the changes impacting rural workers. 
Without this understanding, critical opportunities for promoting 
meaningful work experience in rural areas-i.e., opportunities for 
rural economic development-are likely to be missed. 
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